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SUMMARY
A method is presented for the calculation of lift
eoeffeields for reeta_gular lifting sul:faces of aspect
ratios from 0.125 to 10 operating at finite depths be-
neath the water surface, including the zero depth or
the planing condition. The theoretical expressior_
for the lift eoeficient is made up of a linear' term d_-
rit,ed from liftb_g-line theory and a nonlinear term
from consideration of the effect._ of cros._flow. TI_e
eros._flow drag coe fieient i_' assumed to rary linearly
from a maximum at an a,_peet ratio of 0 to zero at ar_
aspect ratio of tO. Theoretical calue,_ are compared
with experimental calue, obtained at t,arious depth._'
_( _abmersion with lifting surfaee._' hacing aspcet
ratios of 0.125, 0.25, 1.00, 4, 6, and tO.
Tht method of calculation is also applicable to
hydrofoils having dihedral where the dihedral hydr,-
foil is replaced by a zero dihedral hydrofoil operatil_ g
at a depth of ,_'ubmersion equal to the depth _( _"ub- .I
mersiou of the center-of-load location on the .gemi._pan ao
,( the dihedral hydrofoil, b
Lift cocfieients computed by thi._ method are in C_,_
good agreement with existing experimental data for (_"
a,_peet ratios from 0.125 to I0 and dihedral angles (_L._
up to 30 °. (_L,J
INTRODUCTION
c
Hydro-skis and hydrofoils for water-based air- d
craft operate over a wide range of conditions from
deep submergence to interseclion with the water
surface. With nonseparated flows and large
depths, available aerodynami(' theories apply di- d'
racily to the hydrodynamic case, inchlding those
for fractional aspect ratios (ref. 1). For the zero f
I Supersedes NACA Technical _-otc 41c,8 by Kenneth L. Wadlin and Kenneth W. Christopher, 1958.
depth or planing condition, a number of semi-
empirical methods exist for calculating the forces
(ref. 2). At shallow depths, the effects of the
water surface must be taken into account, and
rigorous methods for predicting the lift and drag
of hydrofoils as they approach the water surface
have been developed (ref. 3).
Considerations of the research outlined indicate
that a theory is attainable for all practical aspect
ratios and any depth including the planing condi-
lion. It also appears possible to include the
effects of hydrofoil dihedral by considering the
varying influence of depth over the span. This
paper presenls such a thco_" for the lift of a
reclangular plan-forna eh,ment and a correlation
wilh experimenlal results oblained previously.
SYMBOLS
aspect ratio
two-dimensional lift-curve slope
span, ft
crossflow drag coefficient
lotal lift coefficient
nonlinear (crossfiow) component of lift
coefficient
linear component of lift coefficient
chord
depth of submersion of midthickness of
leading edge for fiat plate or leading
edge on chord line for hydrofoils,
chords
depth of submersibn of highest point on
upper surface of lifting surface, in.
effective depth of quarter-chord, chords
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.f,
l,,
ot
CXLffi0
F
Fc
depth of quarter-chord at tip, chords
two-dimensional depth correction factor
three-dinwnsional depth correction factor
mean wetted lengt]l, ft
angh, of attaek, radians unless otherwise
stated
induced angle of attack, radians
angle of attack at, zero lift,, deg
angle of dihedral, deg
circtdation
THEORY
LINEAR COMPONENT OF LIFT
Tile general equation given by aerodynamic
linear theory for the lift coefficient of an airfoil is
CL.,=ao (a--a,) (1)
where ao is the two-dimensional lift-curve slope
for a thin wing, a is the geometric angle of attack,
and a_ is the induced angle of attack. Equation
(1) is modified by Jones in reference 4 where the
effect of aspect ratio on the edge velocity is
considered. The equation for the lift coefficient
presented 1)y Jones is
c_,,=_ (_-_,) (_'2)
where E is the edge-velocity correction factor and
is expressed as the ratio of the semiperimeter
of the lifting surface to its span (for an elliptical
plan form). Using this ratio for a rectangular
lifting surface results in
E_A+ 1
A (3)
Using the value of a_ for elliptical
(a_=_), equation (2) becomes
and with ao=27r
loading
a o,lf.A ol
CL. t=TrA + Tr+a ° (4)
2rrAa
C,_._=A + 3 (5)
This, therefore, is the equation for the lift coef-
ficient of a rectangular airfoil or deeply submerged
hydrodynamic lifting surface given by the lifting-
line theory as corrected by Jones (ref. 4). Equa-
tion (5) results in the same lift-curve slope for a
rectangular wing of finite aspect ratio as given in
reference 5.
NONLINEARCOMPONENTOF LIFT
Lifting surfaces of low aspect ratio have a
nonlinear lift-curve slope that is attributed to
an additional component of lift due to the effects
of crossflow (rcf. 6). The crossflow component
of the lift coefficient is expressed as
CL.e= Cz).e sin _ a cos a (6)
where CD., is the erossflow drag coefficient. Ex-
periment has shown that the crossflow drag coef-
ficient varies considerably with plan form and
edge conditions. As a result the theoretical
determination of this coefficient is very difficult
and the simple cases that have been solved have
not correlated with experiment. For example
Rayleigh's classical value for a fiat plate in cavity
flow which corresponds to planing is 0.88,
whereas planing experiment yields a value of 4/3
(ref. 2) for this case. For the submerged case,
where (considering only crossflow) a dead-water
region is present on the upper side of the lifting
surface, an increase in the crossflow drag coefficient
by a factor of approximately 2 may be expected
(ref. 7). In view of this, the value of 8/3, or
twice the experimental planing value, is assumed
for the submerged condition. For high aspect
ratios, the linear theory alone predicts the value
of lift coefficient obtained e.xperimentally and the
addition of the crossflow component of lift co-
efficient results in values too large. To account
for this situation, the crossflow drag coefficient is
assumed to vary linearly with aspect ratio from
a maximum value at A----0 to zero at A=10.
The crossflow component of lift is then expressed
as
c A)L._--_ 1--i_ sin_cosc_ (7)
and the total lift coefficient for an airfoil or a
deeply submerged hydrodynamic lifting surface is
given by
A )2rrAa . 8/1--_(k=)_-3-¢- _ [, sin _ a cos a (8)
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EFFECTSOF DEPTH OF SUBMERSION
Correction factors.--As the depth of submersion
of a fully wetted hydrodynamic lifting surface is
decreased, the lift coefficient decreases owing to
tile free-water surface boundary and approaches
a minimum as tile leading edge approaches the
water surface. When the leading edge penetrates
the water surface, the lifting surface enters the
planing condition.
The equation for the lift coefficient can be
corrected to include the effect of the free-water
surface by applying two-dimensional and three-
dimensional correction factors. The two-dimen-
sional depth correction factor/(2 is determined by
considering the effect at tile three-quarter chord
of a submerged two-dimensional lifting surface of
an image line vortex located a distance above the
water surface equal to the depth of submergence
of the quarter-chord of the lifting surface. The
vorticity of both the lifting surface and its image
are located at their respective quarter-chords.
The equation for K2 for small angles of attack
(where the quarter-chord and the three-quarter
chord are essentially at the same depth) is given
in reference 3 and is expressed as
i(2=(4J)2 I 1 (9)(4J') _-_2
limiting value of I(2 corresponds to the border
condition between planing and submerged flow,
the value of J should become zero whetl the leading
edge reaches the water surface. In order to
satisfy this condition, the value of.f is defined as
¢
d _ sin o_
/=d+o.05_ d (11)
where d is the depth of the midthickness of the
leading edge in chords. The difference in the
value of f as defined in equation (11) and the
actual value of the depth of the quarter-chord
is negligible for depths greater than 0.2 chord.
As the depth of the quarter-chord is decreased
below 0.2 chord, the defined values of f become
increasingly smaller than the actual values of the
quarter-chord depth and become zero at the
quarter-chord depth of 4 sin a.
The three-dimensional correction factor h_ is
determined by considering the effect of an image
horseshoe vortex on the lift of a submerged
thrce-dinlensional lifling surface. The equation
for Ks is presented in reference 3 (wherein K3 is
given in eq. (8) as the ratio F2/F_, where Ft is the
circulation at infinite depth and F2 is the circula-
tion at finite depth) as
where./is the depth of the quarter-chord in chords.
(The correction factor t(: is expressed in ref. 3 as
the ratio of the lift-curve slopes aoJao,, where the
subscripts 1 and 2 refer to infinite and finite depths
of submergence, respectively.) For small aspect
ratios, the effect of angle of attack on the depth
correction becomes appreciable since the difference
in depth of the quarter-chord and the three-quarter
chord becomes significant because of the relative
increase in chord length and the higher angles of
attack utilized. The following expression for tCz
which includes the effect of angle of attack was
used for all lift-coefficient calctflations:
(4f) 2_-8.[ sin a_- 1
K:= (4f) _+8] sin a+2 (10)
According to equation (10) withf defined as tile
depth of the quarter-chord, K2 reaches its limiting
value when the quarter-chord of the lifting
surface reaches the free-water surface. Since the
1-[ w6
Wa
where ws is the vertical component of the induced
velocity at the three-quarter chord due to the
horseshoe vortex of the hydrofoil and w6 is the
similar velocity component due to the image
horseshoe vortex. The induced velocities w5 and
w6 are defined in reference 3 neglecting angle of
attack. Inclusion of the effect of angle of attack
results in
w_= 1_1_
r._l_q- 4
/coso ,-t- V 4 2 /1 2 (13)
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and
rcA
• " 2 .-_2
-F .I=+( _sina.=_
\
I _ \_ A2"l|
-4-_/12f+_ sin a cos a) +-4-J) (14)
Tile values for K2 and Ka for a few l/ypieal aspect
ratios have been computed and are shown in
figures 1 and 2. For a comparison between
aspect ratios, tile values for/t_ and/(3 at an angle
of attack of 8 ° are shown in figure 3.
The two-dimensional lift-curve slope in equa-
tion (4) is muMplied by the two-dimensional depth
c0ri'ection factor K:2; this results in
21rIC_A a
CL, _=A _F2 I(_ 4_ I (15)
The total lift coefficient corrected for depth of sub-
mersion is obtained by adding equations (7) aml
(15) and multiplying the sum by/x%; this results in
Czm 2I£2h'3rAa 8 / A \ . ,
A+2h.2+l+I(3 _kl--_)sm a cos a
(16)
DihedraI.--For a lifting surface of high aspect
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FIGL'RN 1.--Variation of the two-dimensional depth cor-
rection factor with depth.
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F[(_VRE 2.---Variation of three-dimensional depth e()r-
reetion factor with depth.
ratio having dihedral, the correction for det)th of
submergence varies along the span. Because of
the spanwise distribution of loading, the correction
for depth of submersion of the hydrofoil sections
near the tip has less influence on the overall cor-
rection factor than does the correction al the root
section where the load is more conecn(ratcd. In
order 1o avoid the complication of using lifling-
surface theory to account for lhis disirihution of
lift, an elliptical lift distribution is assumed and
the dihedral hydrofoil is replaced by a zero-di-
hedral hydrofoil operating at a deplh of submer-
sion equal lo the depth of submersion of the center-
of-load location on the semispan of the dihedral
hydrofoil. The depth of submemion of the equiv-
alent flat hydrofoil is then
=),+_ tan F 1-- (17)
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FIGURE 3.--Variation of depth correction factors with
del)t,h for typical aspect ratios at constant angle of
attack. _e=8 °.
where.[, is the depth of submersion of the quarter-
chord at the tip of the hydrofoil. Values of /(=
and K_ arc then obtained from equations (10) and
(12) by using values off from equation (17).
Since the erossflow term is dependent on condi-
tions at the tip of the hydrofoil, the eon'eetion
factor for the erossflow term is obtained by using
_hc depth of submersion Of the tip of the hydrofoil.
The total lift eoe_cient of the diliedral hydrofoil
is then written as
(_ _ 2 [Cff(_rr,4_ S  ,'1\ .
(18)
where K_,_ is ol)tained [rom equalion (12) by u_ing
the tlepd_ of submersion of the tip of the hydrofoil.
Planing.--As seen in fi_ures 1 and 2, the limiting
wdue of Ka and [Q for zero del)lh of submergence
is 0.5. ncremre, the theoretical lift coefficient
corrected for the effect of tlepth of suhmergenee
(eq. (16)) becomes, at zero depth of submergence,
C' 0.5r,'la. 4 4(1--_0)sin (x (19)
_= _2 +5 . cos
However, at zero depth of sul)mergenee, the lifting
surface starts to plane and Certain changes in the
flow condition must he eon.sidcre(l. Since there is
no flow over tim top. of the l ifti!_g surface in the
planing condition anti Iherefore no eircuhtlion, the
induced angle of atta(4k is dropl)ed from equation
(1) so that, for the planing condition,
0.5rAo_
C_,,= A4-1 (20)
Because of the absence of flow over the top of the
lifting surface, no leading-edge suction acts on the
lifting surface. In the stl'ictt_st sense l;he Suction
component of lift shouht be based only oln the
linear term; however, comparison of exp(Mment
with theory (ref. 2) indicates that better agree-
ment is obtained if the suction c0mponer/t'is I)ased
on both terms of the lift. equation. _ Thcrei'ore I
the leading-edge suction (C_ sin"o0 is removed
fl'om both {erm._ of .t.he lift Coefficient so that the
final equation for the lift, coefficient Of a reet.ang{_-
lar plan-form lifting surface in the planing con-
dition is
4
(, O,SrA,_cos a+_(1 A\ . =
-_--'- :'i i-I --i_)sm a cos _ a
(e_)
where ,4 is now the aspect ratio of the wetted por-
tion of the lifting surface. Equation (21) is simi-
lar to the equation for the planing lift coefficient
presented in reterence 2 for a fiat plate with sharp
chines. The only difference in the two equations
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is the presence of the(1--_) term in the cross-
flow drag portion of the present equation. Tile
difference in calculate(l values given by the
two equations is less than 2.6 percent for length-
beam ratios greater than 2 (aspect ratios less than
0.5) and angles of attack of 30 ° or less. The dif-
ferences in values calculated by the two equations
become smaller with decreasing angle of attack or
increasing length-beam ratio.
SUMMARY OF FINAL EQUATIONS
Ttle lift coefficient of submerged zero-dihedral
surfaces is calculated from the following equation
(which is eq. (16)):
----A÷2K2_t_ 1-t- 3 _(I--A) sin' c_ cOs o_
where K2 and K_ are calculated from equations
(10) and (12). For submerged surfaces having
dihedral, equation (18)
¢) z"
.KzK3_'A,___ I( 8 / ,'t\
CL--_A + 2tt_ + I-t- 3. t a olcos
is used where K: and/_ are calculated h'om equa-
tions (10) and (12) by using the depth of submer-
sion calculated from equation (17) and where
K3,, is calculated from equation (12) by using the
depth of the tip of the lifting surface.
The lift coefficient of the basic fiat-bottom plan-
ing surface with sharp chines is calculated from the
following equation (which is eq. (21)):
--_0)sin cos'cZ=_-+ f- cos_ _
If the chines are not sharp the coefficient of the
second term (4/3) is reduced as pointed out, in
reference 2. In addition this reference provides a
means for estimating the value of this coefficient
for a variety of chine conditions and for taking
into account the effects of dead rise.
COMPARISON OF THEORY AND EXPERIMENT
SUBMERGED SURFACES
Zero-dihedral surfaces. -Experimental data
from a series of modified flat plates with elliptical
leading edges, beveled trailing edges, and square-
cut side edges were used for comparison with
theory for the low-aspect-ratio cases (A=0.125,
0.25, and 1.00 (refs. 1 and 8)). The plates were
mounted on an NACA 66_-012 section strut at-
tached near the center of the upper surface of the
plate. The lifting surfaces were tested at constant
depths of submersion measured from the free-water
surface to the highest point on the lifting surface.
As a result the depth of the quarter-chord varied
with angle of attack. This variation of depth of
the quarter-chord was taken into account in
determining the values of the depth correction
factors. Data for speeds of 25 and 30 feet per
second were used to provide a useful range of
data and thus the low speed range where some
variation of lift, coefficient with speed is indicated
(ref. 1) was avoided. Comparisons between theo-
retical and experimental values of lift coefficient
are presented in figures 4 to 6. Good agreement
between theory and experiment is indicated over
most of the range of experimental data available.
A comparison between tl)eoretieM and experi-
mental values of lift, coefficient for a hydrofoil of
aspect ratio 4 is shown in figure 7. The theoretical
curves of lift cociIicicnt are based on angles of zero
lift calculated I)y the method given in reference 9.
The hydrofoil used in the e.xperimental invest igni-
tion h,_d an NACA 64_A412 section profile as
shown by the sketch in the figure. A sting
mount was used to support the hydrofoil during
the tests (ref. 3) so that the hydrofoil was posi-
tioned I foot forward of the supporting strut.
The hydrofoil was tested at constant depths of
submersion measured to the highest point of the
"8[--Theory
_/o Experiment, ref. lL _!L
II I I I 1 I
4 - 20'LT_
..3
0 4 8 12 16 20 0 4 8 12 16 20
Angle o{ oflock, a, de9
(a) d' 0.5 inch. (b) d'-_l.0 inch.
(c) d' = 3.0 inches. (d) d' -- 6.0 inches.
FtC, VRE 4.--Comparison of experiment.d and theoretical
lift coefficients at various depths for a modified flat
plate of aspect ratio 0.I 25.
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"_ --Theory/ _ _ q-T ...........
0 Experiment, ref. I | |
.6 - _.,88" - 31
o 4 _4.14"_ II
.4 Experimenl, ref. 8--[ I
.8 ....
0 J
.6 .......
...J
° I /' --'/
(c) ,_.o_ p'_ (d)
0 4 8 12 16 200 4 8 12 16 20
Angle of offock, a, deg
(a) d'=0.5 inch.. (b) d'=I.O inch.
(c) d'= 3.0_inches. (d) d'= 6.0 inches.
FIGURE 5.--Comparison of experimental and theoretical
lift coefficients at various depths for a modified flat
plate of aspect ratio 0.25.
.8
-- Theory
.6 o Experiment, ref. i ' -
fO.18_ ,,_
F .o "q
g _ l(o)! _,._ (b)
:_- o_'_-- ' _ _-_--_--
_ s--_- ! 1 ] i ,_ _
o ! J_
.4 -- _ • _ ._ • __
,/I
(c) I (d)
0 4 8 12 16 20 0 4 8 12 16 20
Angle of oltock, a, deg
(a) d'=0.5 inch. (b) d'=l.0 inch.
(c) d'= 3.0 inches. (d) d'= 6.0 inches.
FIC,URE 6.--Comparison of experimental and theoretical
lift coefficients at various depths for a modified flat
plate of aspect ratio 1.00.
upper surface of the hydrofoil. However, the
variation in depth of the quarter-chord was less
than 0.01 chord in the range of angles of attack
used and was neglecte(t. As can be seen, the
theory is in good agreement with experiment.
A comparison between theoretical and experi-
mental values of lift coefficient for a hydrofoil of
aspect ratio 6 is presented in figure 8. Two sets
.8-
0
_.8
15 __
'0 --L-x Cx_
-4 -2
_j(b).
J
J _.(3 i
0
I
, J
Theory [
1_. NACA 64_A4t2
' 1
1
2 4 6-4 -2 0 2 4 6
Angle of ottock, e_,deg
(a) ]--0.58 chord.
(b) f-- 1.08 chords. (c) f= 2.08 chords.
(d) f-- 3.08 chords. (e) f = 4.08 chords.
Fio, urtE 7.--Comparison of experimental and theoretical
lift coefficients at various depths for a hydrofoil of
aspect ratio 4.
of experimental data are presented for comparison.
For the tests reported in reference 10 the hydrofoil
(NACA 16,S 209 section) was mounted on 3
struts attached to the upper surface of the hydro-
foil at the _-, y_-, and _{-span positions. In the
tests reported in reference 11 the center strut was
eliminated. An NACA 16-509 section hydrofoil
was used in the latter tests. In both sets of
tests, depths of submergence were measured to
the quarter-chord of the hydrofoil. Good agree-
ment between theory and experiment is indicated.
Two sets of data have been obtained with an
NACA 64_A412 section hydrofoil of aspect ratio
10 and are reported in references 3 and 12. The
tests were made in the Langley tank no. 2 and the
experimental values of lift coefficient have been
corrected in this paper to remove the effect of
the proximity of the sides and bottom of the tank.
The hydrofoil was mounted on a single strut
attached at midspan to the upper surface of the
hydrofoill The depths of submergence were
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Theory 10 Io Experiment, ref.
,6 ......
i
.4 ........... /_ NACA 66,S-209
'_" " [3 Experiment, ref. II
.2 -- /b/,x (o) l NACA 16-509
0 _ __ zZ'_ ..... I
_.8 ....... _ ....
g.6 ...... ---- .2,
5 _/1
..- -
-J 0_____ ....
.8 .........
.6 ........
4 .....2- _//,
-4 -2 0 2 4 6-4 -2 0 ;2 4 6
Angle of ottock, a, deg
(a) f-0.5 ctlord.
(b) f==1.0 chord. (c) f= 2.0 chords,
(d) f=3.0 chords. (e) f_ 5.0 chords.
Flr;URE 8. Comparison of experimental and theoretical
lift coefficients "d, various depths for a hydrofoil of
aspect ratio 6.
measured to the top surface of the hydrofoil;
however, as in the ease for the hydrofoil of aspect
ratio 4, the variation in depth of the qlmrt.er-ehord
with change in angle of attack w_s negligible, A
comparison between theoretical and experimental
values of lift, coefficient for a hydrofoil of aspect
ratio 10 is shown in figure 9. .,ks can be seen, good
agreement between theory and experiment is
indiea.ted.
The variation of theoretical and experimenlal
vahlos of lift, coefficient with dep|h at a constant,
angle of at, tack is shown in figures 10 and II.
The data points represent faired values for the
angle of attack selected. For the cambered see-
lions (fig. 11), the angle of aitar'k was measured
from the theoretieM angle of zero lift,.
The good ag'reement between calculated and
experimental values seems to indicate that this
method offers a means of calculating within
engineering accuracy the lift, coefficients of ree-
f,angular lifting surfaces of a wide range of aspect
ratios operating at any depth of submersion.
.8r _ "_ - _ Theory
o Experiment, ref. 12
,6 -- --- a Experiment, ref. 3/
_ NACa 64tA412 __
o......
¢2.8 ....
_,2- _ 4 -
.4 .... /
.2--_ ..... (d)
04 / ,
-2 0 2 4 6-4 -2 0 2 4 6
Angle of ottock, ct, deg
(a) f=0.52 chord.
(b) f ,0.83 chord. (c) f: 1.58 chords.
(d) ]=2.33 chords. (e) f=3.83 chords.
FmLTrm 9. .Comparison of experimental and theoretical
lift. coefficients at various depths for a hydrofoil of
aspect ratio 10.
Dihedral surfaces. The dihedral-hydrofoil data
were obtained from tests of a series of three hydro-
foils of aspect ratio 6 (ref. 11). The dihedral
hyd,'ofoils were supported by 2 struts attached to
the upper surft_ce of the hydrofoil at the J{- and _{-
span positions. The experimental angles of at-
tack were measured about a horizontal axis
perpendicular to the plane of symmetry of the
hydrofoil. Since the true angle of attack of the
hydrofoil is measmled in a t)lane pmpendicular lo
the chord plane, the true and experimental values
agree only _t. o_=0 °. Changes in true angle of
atlac]_ from a--0 ° are smaller by the cosine of the
dihedral angle than those measured during the
experiment. Therefore, for comparison with ex-
periment,, the theoretical angles of attack were
divided by the cosine of the dihedral angle. This
results in a more negative angle for zero lift with
increasing dihedral angle. Experimental and the-
oretical lift coefficients for the three hydrofoils
operating at. various fully submerged deI)ths are
shown in figures 12 to 14.
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F_¢urs lO.--Variation of lift coefficient with depth for
modified rectangular flat plates of different aspect
ratios at constant angle of attack, a=8 °.
For dihedral ang]es of 30 ° or less, the method of
calculation seems to predict with reasonable
accuracy tile lift of hydrofoils }laving dihedral
and operating at any tip depth.
PLANING SURFA CE,q
Figure 15 shows a comparison 1)etween theo-
retical and experimental values of lift. coefficient
for a rectangular flat-bottom lifting sm'face in tim
planing condition. The experimental data were
taken from references 2 and 13. The agreement
between theory and experiment is, in genera], good
and indicates that the method of calculation can
be used for calculating planing lift coefficients
with reasonable accuracy.
A composite plot of theoretical and experimental
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FIGVaE li.--Variation of lift coefficient with depth for
hydrofoils of different aspect ratios at constaut angle of
attack, a= aL_o-{- 6:_.
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FtGURE 14. -Comparison of experimental and theoretical
lift coefficient_ for a hydrofoil of aspect ratio 6 with
30 ° dihedral.
lift coefficients throughout the planing and sub-
merged range of depths for a flat plate of aspect
ratio 0.25 at a constant angle of attack is shown in
figure 16. As can bc seen the lift coefficient de-
creases with decrease in depth of submersion and
approaches a minimum as the le_ding edge ap-
proaches Ihe water surface. A sudden increase in
lift coefficient is indicated as the leading edge pene-
trates the water surface and is followed by a more
gradual increase in lift coefficient with rise due to
the resulting change in aspect ratio of the wetted
area with rise.
The sudden increase in the computed values at
the water surface is due to the fact that in the com-
putations an instantaneous change from the fully
wetted condition to the separated flow condition
was assumed to occur at this point. The two
totally different flow regimes result in slightly
different values for the lift coefficient. Experi-
ment has shown (ref. 1) that as the leading edge of
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FIOURE 15.--Comparison of experimental and theoretical lift coefficients for a flat-bottom lifting
surface in the planing condition.
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aspect ratio 0.25 at an angle of attack of 12°,
the lifting surface approaches very near (he water
surface the flow over the top sepa.rales at the lea(l-
ing edge and forms a t)ubble or blister over the lop
of the lifting surface. During this condition the
lift coefficient is less than that predicted by the
theory for either the planing or the sul)merged con-
dition. Therefl)re the proposed method of cal-
culating the lift coefficients can be expected to give
only approximate v_lues for a shor! range of shal-
low depths of submersion where separation occurs
during the transition from the submerged lo the
planing condition.
SUMMARY OF RESULTS
The results of the theoretical investigation to
determine a general method for calculation of lift
for lifting surfaces may be summarized as follows :
1. A general method is presented for the calcula-
tion of lift, coefficients of rectangula, r lif(ing sur-
faces of a wide range of aspect ralio_ operating at
any depth of suhmersion beneath the surface or
water.
2. The ntethod of calculation is applieal4e to
zero del>th of submersion (l)laning Condition) when
the changes in flow conditions are taken into
eonsideralion.
3. The method can be used for the caleulalion of
lift for hydrofoils having dihedral.
4. Lift coefficients computed l>ythis method are
in good agreement with existing experimental data
for aspect ratios from 0.125 to 10 and dihedral
angles up to 30 ° .
LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER,
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION,
LANGLEY FIELD, VA., August 23, 1957.
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